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First results are in: New sky survey suggests dark matter is less ‘lumpy’ than
previously believed

Climate warming to boost major hurricanes in active Atlantic seasons

The notorious Luminous Blue Variable star

Funded by new tax credits, U.S. carbon-capture network could double global CO2
headed underground

Princeton team wins first prize in national anti-gerrymandering contest 
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In the tissues of a tiny worm, a close-up view of where genes are working

From crystals to climate: New ‘gold standard’ timeline connects volcanic eruptions
to climate change 

Science at sea: Bess Ward teaches and researches from the Pacific Ocean 

Mind the gap: Bridging the computer-human divide

China’s energy policies require integrated, strategic approach to balance air
quality, carbon emissions and water scarcity goals
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Princeton scientists discover a ‘tuneable’ novel quantum state of matter

Europe’s policy to treat wood as low-carbon fuel poised to harm global forests 

Diving into the mysteries of deep learning 

Princeton University Library builds collection of newspapers published for African
American audiences 

Surprising hidden order unites prime numbers and crystal-like materials 
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Princeton to lead new software institute to enable discoveries in high-energy
physics 

Events
Free and open to the public

Material Samples Collection
Open House

Come learn about building and design

materials, including their economic and

environmental impacts.

Thurs., Oct. 4
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 pm
Engineering Library

Thurs., Oct. 11
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 pm
Architecture Library

Chemistry Is Out of This World

Celebrate National Chemistry Week.

Ages 5 and up (under 13 must be
accompanied by an adult). Reservations

required.
Fri., Oct. 26
6:30 p.m. 

Frick Chemistry Laboratory
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